Reinventing Cities - Reykjavík
Results Phase 1 – List of the Shortlisted Teams

The list below displays the teams that have been shortlisted to proceed to the final phase for the sites proposed by the City of Reykjavík. This list does not indicate all the members of the teams. It only discloses the name of team/project and the names of the team representative, of the architect(s) and of the environmental expert(s).

Lágmúli

**POSITIVE ENERGY**
Team representative: MAUD CAUBET ARCHITECTES
Architect(s): MAUD CAUBET ARCHITECTES / TEIKNISTOFAN TRÖD EHF
Environmental expert(s): VERKIS / OASIIS / CANNDIE MAGDELENAT

**FABRIC**
Team representative: MTHØJGAARD
Architect(s): BASALT ARCHITECTS / LANDMÓTUN
Environmental expert(s): EFLA CONSULTING ENGINEERS

Frakkastígur

**KANVA**
Team representative: KANVA ARCHITECTURE
Architect(s): KANVA ARCHITECTURE, KRADS
Environmental expert(s): ELLIO
Engineering Firm: ELEMENT EHF, BEKA

**REYKJAVIK COLLECTIVE**
Team representative: SUNDABORH EHF
Environmental expert(s): VSO CONSULTING EHF

**GRAENT PEBBLE**
Team representative: MAUD CAUBET ARCHITECTES
Architect(s): MAUD CAUBET ARCHITECTES / TEIKNISTOFAN TRÖD EHF
Environmental expert(s): VERKIS / CANNDIE MAGDELENAT
Artún

URBAN DELTA
Team representative: VSO RADJÖF
Architect(s): VSO RADJÖF, JVANTSPUIJKERS Architects
Environmental expert(s): VSO RADGJOF

SAMRAEKT - GROWING TOGETHER
Team representative: SAMRAEKT EHF
Environmental expert(s): LANDING AQUACULTURE

LIFANDI LANDSLAG
Team representative: UPPHAF / HEILD
Architect(s): JAKOB+MACFARLANE / T.ARK ARKITEKTAR / LANDSLAG
Environmental expert(s): EFLA CONSULTING ENGINEERS LTD